Advanced Malaysian Taxation – Principles and Practice (13th edition, 2011) is the most up-to-date, practical and comprehensive reference on advanced and specialised areas of taxation in Malaysia. Topics covered range from assessability of income to specialised industries (banks, leasing, insurance, shipping and airline), and special organisations. Anti avoidance, field audit, back duty investigation, tax planning for companies, reorganisation, reconstruction and amalgamation of companies and petroleum income tax are also included.

The unique research work in this book includes:

- Comprehensive index, tables of law cases and statutes.
- Changes brought in by Finance Act 2011, which contains the 2011 Budget Proposals.
- Cross-reference to gazette orders, Malaysia case law development and IRB practices.
- Tax-planning ideas and suggestions wherever relevant.
- 329 examples and 36 flow charts to illustrate the complex subject of tax.

This book is ideal for tax and legal practitioners, business consultants, accountants, corporate managers and businessmen. It is also a well-known textbook for students pursuing professional examinations in ACCA, MICPA, AIA and local university accounting and business courses.

The law is stated as at 1 March 2011.
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